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When the safety of your family, staff or work personnel is at stake, especially in remote or dangerous 
regions, maintaining a reliable and consistent connection is essential. Nova’s Personal Tracking solution 
provides location tracking and real-time alerts when standard means of communication are not available. 
The lightweight, rugged device is able to withstand normal or extreme environmental conditions – making 
it easier to locate, track and communicate with elders, faculty and personnel, no matter where they are.

OVERVIEW:

KEY DIFFERENTIATORS:

Real-Time Alerts

Geofence

Mobile App

S.O.S. Button

Message Store/Forward

GPS Location Tracking

WiFi Positioning

Rugged Reliability Cellular Connectivity
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Personal Tracking REAL-TIME LOCATION OF 
FAMILY OR PERSONNEL

Stay up-to-date with real-time  
alerts of your assets location (date  
& time) straight to your smart phone. 

You can use the geofence function  
to record your personnels entry  
and exit time for a desired location.

Our personal tracking mobile app 
supports iOS, Android and  
Windows devices.

With the push of a button send  
real-time S.O.S. alerts to nearby  
managers indicating that the user 
needs assistance.

When out of cellular range, the  
device stores up to 300 messages 
and will resend the stored messages 
once the device regains coverage.

GPS location tracking provides  
real-time whereabouts of remote  
assets, family members or personnel.

Utilizes both GPS and WiFi  
connectivity to locate users both 
indoors and outdoors. 

Our IP65 rated waterproof device  
is built to be sturdy and withstand  
the harshest work environments,  
creating a more reliable choice  
than our competitors. 

Unlike other S.O.S. devices, Nova’s 
hardware for personnel tracking  
is cellular enabled and can be used 
anywhere in your area and beyond. 



Now available in the Google Play Store and 
the Apple App Store, Nova’s Personal Tracking 
Application includes a full service GPS location 
tracking solution with real-time access to  
multiple enabled devices all in one place.  
Using the app you can locate a lost family 
member or employee with real-time alerts of 
their whereabouts. Geofencing gives further 
control by allowing specific perimeters to be set. 
Nova’s personal tracking application simplifies 
life in the digital world, making it easy to stay  
connected to the people who matter the most.

You can monitor an unlimited number of tracking 
devices in your account. For business tracking,  
you can even use the same account for all of your 
devices. In this way, all of your devices will then  
be managed on the same map.

You can group your devices in your account. Then 
you can view the location map by group, or allow 
other users to view your group of devices.

Gain access to real-time and historical reports of 
your personal tracking device’s location, geofences   
entry/exit perimeters and overall mileage from  
specific days or times of device operation. This 
helps managers refine daily activity, maximize 
efficiency and monitor the performance of their 
employees.

PERSONAL TRACKING APPLICATION:

Multiple Devices:

GROUPING DEVICES:

DEVICE REPORTING:
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Personal Tracking FEATURES, BENEFITS  
& APPLICATION OPTIONS

REMOTE WORKERS:
Remote workers need to have access to  
reliable two-way communication and S.O.S.  
Alerting. Those who are in charge of their  
safety need to be able to quickly locate their 
employees in case of an emergency.



Mini Battery Asset Tracker
NMS825 SPECIFICATION SHEET

OVERVIEW

HIGHLIGHTS

A 4G LTE (Cat-M1 & NB) mini asset tracker. With real-time tracking, workforce personnel,  
faculty members or elders that need oversight can be located quickly and efficiently. Featuring 
a waterproof casing and compact design, this S.O.S. tracker is ideal for extended use in any 
environment. This device uses special algorithms for a long lasting battery charge and can be 
turned off / idle for a longer battery life with updates provided Over-The-Air. The NMS825 also 
utilizes GPS+WIFI+LBS, which offers improved location accuracy, while Cat-M1 and NB  
cellular capabilities keep data costs low. Geofencing capabilities are also available to ensure  
notifications are sent if the tracker leaves a predefined area.  
 
Most importantly, the NMS825 provides real-time location and convenient tracking of the assets 
that matter the most. In addition, the S.O.S. panic alert allows users to send real-time alerts by 
the push of a button, providing another layer of security and assurance.
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● Tracking: Sends real-time location and speed  
   information.
● Mixed-Mode: SMS mode, intelligent Mode  
   (check speed/time/distance), deep sleep  
   mode (battery).
● WIFI Compatible / WIFI Positioning
● Message Store & Forward: Up to 300  
   messages or alerts.
● Cellular Enabled

● Deep Sleep Power Saving Mode
● Battery Low Warning
● OTA (Over the Air): Configuration and  
   firmware can be remotely upgraded.
● Waterproof Case: IP65 rated.
● S.O.S. Emergency Panic Button
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